The aim of this paper is to combine an analysis of performative and Internet enres where traditional humor enres (jokes, irony, satire) at the expense of the Croatia's fi rst woman president, Kolinda Grabar-Kitarović, are semiotically transformed in novel ways. Althou h several women in Croatia held hi h political o ces since 1991, Kolinda Grabar-Kitarović's campai n and later victory caused an avalanche of derisive weblore that calls for an interdisciplinary approach. A special challen e for folklorists is to rasp the trans ressive nature of humor and satire, i.e., the trans ression of cultural, moral and political norms in di erent discourses -from humorous political activism to satirical "provocation". The author analyzes the terms "non-o ensive" and "o ensive" humor (from practical to rou h jokes and "stupid clips"), the public and counterpublics, popular and vernacular culture in the di ital a e, as well as folklore attributes that characterize humorous enres: esthetic nature, trans ressive quality and the element of play. The folklorist approach is complemented by a feminist analysis of the sociocultural, political and ender characteristics of selected humorous enres (particularly stand-up performance), based in the underminin of the binary ender cate ories. The abundance of weblore which tar ets the public persona and the physical appearance of Croatia's woman president can thus be interpreted as si nalin : a) the end of authoritarian re imes and politicians; b) a rise in the di ital counterpublics which ideolo ically undermines the matrifocal nationalist and conservative worldview and c) a neoliberal contradiction whereby the feminization of a (devalued) political sphere oes hand in hand with a stren thenin of conservative, racist and homophobic forces in society.
In this paper, I will analyze humorous and satirical representations of Kolinda GrabarKitarović, which marked her presidential campai n as well as her work as Croatian president, in order to examine several hypothesis: a) whether the inau uration of the fi rst woman president marked the end of political transition in Croatia characterized by authoritarianism, clientelism and a patriarchal worldview; b) whether the di ital counterpublic has the power to ideolo ically undermine the matrifocal nationalist and conservative worldview and c) whether Croatia is witnessin the neoliberal populist contradiction where the feminization of politics is accompanied by a stren thenin of conservative, racist and homophobic trends in society. Feminist analyses of the ender re ime in post-socialist Croatia (Gal and Klin man 2000; Iveković 2013; Kašić and Prlenda 2013; Schäuble 2014; Malenica 2015) show a dominance of the pseudopolitical concept of "national re eneration", 2 which is based on ethnonationalism, Catholicism and patriarchal recodin of ender roles. Accordin to Rada Iveković, the political elites turn to the nation because it o ers "a solution for consumed le itimacy of the forms of overnance or soverei nty from the precedin period " (2013: 28) , and the purpose of the symbolic ima e of womanas-nation is to uproot "social anta onisms by 'fl owin into' a hi her instance -the nation" (2013: 27) . The mytholo ical practice of presentin the supreme values of a virile and militarized society as ima inary women and maidens was typical of patriarchal culture from classical antiquity, robbin women of equal civic status, just like contemporary politics uses descriptive representation to mask substantive (non-) representation of women's interests in parliamentary democracies (cf. Campbell, Childs and Lovenduski 2009) . 3 The visual rhetoric of female fi ures in the political propa anda of the transition period, in its entire ran e of ideolo ical orientations, was analyzed by Reana Senjković (2002: 144-179) , who found persistent patriarchal patterns of manhood and womanhood, as well as parallels between modernist and nationalist fi urations of women as the bearers of the future (of society and/or the nation). Senjković claims that it is impossible to desi nate political advertisin unambi uously as "information", "entertainment" or indeed "popular culture", in other words, that it is impossible to overlook the fact that promotional material represents a summary of "a party's political pro ram, its outlook on the political or social modernity or a summary description of the personality that a politician wishes to exude before the electorate " (2002: 145) . Recent analyses of women's political participation in Croatia examine the attitudes of women voters and the role of women in political parties (Šinko 2008 Siročić and Sutlović 2013) , confi rmin the potency of endered symbols in political messa es, althou h they do not have a decisive infl uence on voter 2 Accordin to historian of Fascism, Ro er Gri n, every call for "national revival", based on an exclusive notion of the nation, sends a disturbin messa e. From Mussolini's Italy to contemporary ethno-nationalisms, the Fascist-like ideolo y is characterized by a fusion of "an or anic, illiberal conception of the nation which celebrates the collective ener ies of the 'people'" and what Gri n "terms the myth of 'pali enesis', that is, 'rebirth' or 'renewal'" (Baker 2015) . 3 Political scientist Hannah Pitkin distin uishes four types of representation (formal, descriptive, substantive and symbolic), where descriptive representation means that representatives represent the female electorate merely by their ender a liation, whereas substantive representation refers to conscious political action in the interest of women (cf. Campbell et al. 2009: 172). behavior, just like an increased number of women politicians in the parliament or the overnment does not lead to hi her quality of social chan es.
Startin with the feminist assumption that "the domestic is political, the political is endered" (McClintock 1995: 32) , and that the inversion of the "natural" ender hierarchy and asymmetry has been a enerator of humorous discourse in civil society, particularly in newspaper cartoons at least since the be innin of the twentieth century (cf. O rajšek Gorenjak 2014), I will try to show how endered humorous representations of Croatia's fi rst woman president, contest the democratic political culture and ender e alitarianism. The main thesis of the article is that humor, as a si nifi cant cultural and political element of everyday communication, "can be both emancipatory and disciplinary, unifyin as well as exclusive and divisive" (M. C. Da tas as cited in Swinkles and de Konin 2016: 9) , and that "in times of darkness, confusion and social anxiety" humor is a si nifi cant indicator of understandin "everyday immoralities, social taboos and the political unconscious of the nation" (Blank 2013: 12) . As noted by A. Jolles, simple forms like the joke, which are the basis of most internet humor, are preoccupied with solvin a complex situation, at "disentan lin what is entan led" (Endstrasser 2012: 411) and unknowable at fi rst lance. Dealin with death, misfortune, sex and contentious events is typical of humor enres, di ital communication includin (Blank 2013; Swinkles and de Konin 2016) , with the help of which the (post)modern person is attemptin to rasp the complexity of human existence and resist societal norms. The same happens in jokes, where "lewdness, vul arity and the impudence of the joke solve what is prescribed by morality, ood customs and decency" (Endstrasser 2012: 411) . Thus, new media simply multiply communication channels, rhetorical resources and the circle of humor recipients; they are the ones which enable the spread of easily transmittable rumors, jokes and anecdotes on a lobal scale (cf. Marks 2001) . What a ects us even more is the blendin of entertainment and political arena, the hi h and pop culture, diplomatic and vul ar lan ua e, with shaken consensus about "morality, ood customs and decency". Accordin to Mladen Dolar constant exposure to forced enjoyment and lau hter is the main tool of constructin modern subjectivity in the late capitalist society. Lau hter is crucial for us to become ideolo ical subjects because "it provides us with the distance, the very space in which ideolo y can take its full swin " (2014: 115).
Numerous cases where Kolinda Grabar-Kitarović's professional competences and ethnocentric rhetoric was subject to ironic and satiric mockin revealed ideolo ical preferences of vernacular humor stakeholders, and patriarchal resistance of Balkan cultural incon ruences to the symbolic couplin of women, politics and power (a mother / a woman hero / a queen). The humorous potential was further broadened by the creators of the presidential campai n, who presented Kolinda Grabar-Kitarović as "authentic" in all her numerous roles -as a " irl from Grobnik", a "woman patriot", a "sport-lovin lady", "a responsible mother", "a woman of the world", "a career woman", a "kind and decent woman" (cf. Pehar and Glavina 2015) . The enviable number of roles transmuted in di ital humorous folklore, once a ain revealin aversion to powerful women, which send the versatile politician back into the "woman's sphere" of fashion, corporeality and biolo ical reproduction. The career politician was separated into individual roles of a mother, a wife, a secretary, a diplomat, i.e. a "private person" and a "public woman". 4 As I will show later, anonymous di ital humor stakeholders distributed and varied "porn chick" representations (McNair 2004 ) from tabloid photomonta es and parodies, thus ideolo ically and (un)consciously contributin to the propa anda narrative of a new national woman hero, endowed with "female bodily attributes" and with professional competences, who should be nothin but the envy of the nei hborin nations. Folklorists, as eclectic analysts of culture, identify the element of play and the esthetically-challen in confrontation with personal and collective anta onisms as crucial in the understandin of humorous expressions, but also reco nize the rowin need for a virtual relocation from the "real world" devoid of humanity, solidarity, roup cohesion and opportunities of face-to-face meetin s (cf. Orin 2003; Blank 2013) .
A sociolo ical study into ender discrimination in Croatia (Kamenov and Galić 2011) identifi ed the media ima e as an important factor in determinin people's awareness concernin ender (in)equality. The participants re arded sensitizin the public throu h the media (TV, newspapers, radio) as the most important measure to improve ender equality (ibid.). One half of the participants were not willin to be personally involved in activities stren thenin the position of women in society, but settled for di ital political participation (si nin petitions etc.) and believed that further development of democracy and an increase in the livin standard would result in complete ender equality. Another study dealin with the di erences between male and female mana ement styles claims that women are the drivers behind the new "political culture" that encoura es participation, new forms of communication, sharin power and information (cf. Pološki Vokić and Bulat 2013). 5 However, as the number of women parliament members in the European countries is around one fi fth, the "critical mass" of women in politics, in representative and executive bodies, has not yet been reached so as to result in si nifi cant political and social chan e.
6
On the contrary, if women have indeed only started their "political adolescence" 4 Rada Borić cautions that the contemporary meanin of the Croatian term "javna žena" (public woman) is still described in dictionaries, "includin Anić's dictionary, the dictionary published by Školska knji a and by Leksiko rafski zavod" in a way that "under the entry 'žena' (woman) one of the subentries is 'javna žena -prostitutka' (public woman -prostitute), even today, in the 21st century, when women are members of parliaments, prime ministers and presidents, eminent scientists, journalists, activists, we are still perpetuated as prostitutes, whereas a man is 'odrasla osoba muško spola' (an adult person of the male sex), and the woman is merely 'za razliku od muškarca, odrasla osoba žensko spola' (as opposed to a man, an adult person of the female sex)" (Borić 2016) . 5 The paper by Nina Pološki Vokić and Ivana Bulat (2013) eneralizes transcultural positive characteristics of women leaders, amon which are care for others and interpersonal relations, promotin participation and equality, "which conditions their interests and perspectives in politics, i.e. the issues that they fi nd to be of hi h priority (such as issues related to women, children, the family and vulnerable roups) as well as their views of politics". 6 Accordin to the recommendation of the Committee of Ministers of the Council of the EU, minimum representation of a ender in representative and executive bodies should be 40%, or at least 30%, because this is the percenta e that, in nuclear physics and social sciences, is considered the minimal critical mass necessary to cause chan es in an environment. Croatia is also attemptin to satisfy this condition by its in the 21st century, as is claimed by political scientists, then it is by no means unexpected that (all youn er and attractive) women politicians are treated by the media as "entertainment irls", sharin their fate with many other media stars.
7
Norwe ian political scientist Torild Skard believes that the increase in the number of women political leaders has been caused by the communication revolution, which circulates people, ideas, and patterns of political behavior and overnance around the world at incredible speed. Other reasons include turbulent chan es in power, frequent parliamentary crises, the need to keep a dynasty in power and sharp confrontations within political parties, ivin "reserve" women candidates a chance to assume leadership (for a short period of time) (Skard 2015) .
HUMOR CULTURES OF RESISTANCE IN DIGITAL ONLINE COMMUNICATION
The di ital revolution and new forms of citizens' direct participation in the life of a society have dramatically chan ed (and are still chan in ) the political and media culture typical of developed democratic societies. Whereas in 2005, in her seminal study "Tiranija tijela: Feralove fotomontaže" (The tyranny of the body: Feral's photomonta es), Lada Čale Feldman could claim that Feral Tribune, as the leadin satirical weekly and the driver of critical discourse with its "anti-propa anda actions", constantly kept subvertin the "recipient's hun er for non-problematically consumin media creations " (2005: 113) , the more recent blend of advertisin and information, the ritual and the ephemeral, the consumerist and the authorial in di ital medium, 8 presents a challen e both for cultural optimists, as well as cultural pessimists. Folklorists appreciate the fact that the new media are characterized by modularity, variability and cultural transcodin (Lev Manovich as cited in Peović Vuković 2012: 81) of widely-circulated content like rumors, narratives, jokes and other communityenerated humor, but they have not yet methodolo ically mastered this "powerful, personalized instrument of vernacular expression" (Blank 2013: 12) in virtual space. Cultural transcodin is particularly si nifi cant for the lobal circulation and adaptation of humorous enres, for its many-sided communication where "all the phases of production: creation, text stora e and distribution, are in the hands of the users" (Peović Vuković 2012: 84) willin to face the sociopolitical and existential challen es of their time. Social networks play an increasin ly important role in contemporary political communication and political Law on Gender Equality, which has been in force since 2009, but has only recently instituted penalties on political parties that do not respect the ender quotas. 7 The best example of this new tactic of obtainin voters is the Italian Movement of 5 stars (Movimento 5 Stelle) or M5s, the second most represented party in the Italian parliament, led by former comedian Beppe Grillo known for his vul ar jokes at the expense of other politicians and for his fi ery rhetoric, as well as for attractin a lar e number of youn women to become politically active.
8 "The term di ital medium is technolo ically precise because it emphasizes the basic di erence between the new and the old media. However, it is not su cient to encompass the totality of chan e, because in addition to di italization, the chan e is characterized by the online paradi m, online protocols, platforms and enerally online structure" (Peović Vuković 2012: 81). campai ns, with teams of experts, who have come of a e alon side the new technolo ies, bein employed to mold and a ectively encode political messa es. 9 However, despite the hu e number of messa es, the speed with which they spread across social networks (Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, Insta ram etc.), and their unpredictable dynamics of contributin to the popularity of some politicians, parties and political a endas and discreditin others, it seems that the new technolo ies are stren thenin existin convictions rather than creatin new ones.
10
Althou h they are a powerful weapon of attractin potential voters and donations, and a new "weapon of the disempowered", social networks primarily reinforce ideolo ical polarizations, and consolidate the political base into camps. On the other hand, political infl uence of di ital media as an "ideolo ical apparatus" depends on the likely further personalization of political actions and campai ns, which builds on the politics of identity of new social movements from the 1960s. In response to professionalized politicians, personalized politics is becomin increasin ly stron er, with individuallydriven and desi ned actions havin a wider reach and brin in to ether a reater number of citizens than the political opposition, unions and non-overnmental or anizations (cf. Bennett 2012). The Croatian case at issue here also shows a wide ran e of value positions from which a new political fi ure is humorously criticized or sympathized -from sardonic satirical critics who consider the woman president a representative of professionalized and dehumanized "Euro bureaucrats" to those who reco nize her as the triumph of "secondrate" women citizens and the protector of deprived social roups.
The wider context, in which the nation state is losin its importance, and soverei nty is transferred from the state to the market, is conducive to creatin an atmosphere where " eneral desemantization, depoliticization and disorientation" (Iveković 2013: 25) takes place; a process that Urlich Beck refers to as "de-substantialization of politics". New old forms of humorous discourse -produced by internet users -re enerate popular stereotypes, dissolve and stren then cultural attributes of manhood and womanhood and create new, transcultural and virtual performances of ender and ender roles. The inclusion of media and advertisin experts into a nation's political life can lead to "political musical theatre" (Baker 2015) , where, for instance, women politician imitate media star in fi lm role as other politician.
11
However, ceremonial sta ed performances of "politized ender" are 9 However, researchers stress the unpredictability of behaviors and personal preferences of the users of social networks. The fact that Facebook's founder, Mark Zuckerber , desi ned the online campai n for the presidential candidate John Kerry in 2004 did not lead to the Democrat's win, nor was the fact that Facebook's co-founder Chris Hu hes created Barrack Obama's webpa e (MyBarak0bama.com) in the presidential campai n of 2008 decisive in his win. 10 It often seems that world political leaders addressin the public usin brief "private" twitter messa es, and the moves of their PR professionals, are a new take on the rhetorical form of serio ludere (datin from classical antiquity and favorite in the Renaissance), the form of serious playfulness, where the border between what is serious and what is playful, what is political and what is parodied is erased.
11 Catherine Baker (2015) notes that Croatia's fi rst woman president, accordin to her stylin , estures, facial expressions and her entire appearance durin the presidential inau uration, resembled the sin er Madonna in the fi lm version of the popular musical about Maríja Eva "Evita" Perón (1919 Perón ( -1952 made in 1996. Evita is considered the fi rst massively popular woman politician and the predecessor of combinin politics, the media and popular culture in a way that is common today. The accusations of Evita Perón's ood confi rmation of the fact that ender identities, as claimed by Judith Butler, survive throu h and with the help of performances, in a series of repetitions and imitation of idealtype models, which include humorous enres that reveal the "discursive rift" between the expected and wondrous, the accepted and unaccepted endered patterns of behavior (Antoine 2016: 39) .
In this paper, I will not be lookin into the extent to which di ital folklore (weblore) supports folklorist theories about the esthetic and co nitive nature of verbal humor Marsh 2012) , i.e. to what extent its omnipresent visualization recalls the poetics of low comedy (burlesque, farce), as the initial point of sexual, ender-related, morally or politically "trans ressive" humor. What can be said of successful humor is that its esthetic quality is deeply intertwined with the "co nitive and emotional processes that determine whether a person will consider a particular joke funny" (Marsh 2012: 293) , whereas "low" rou h and vul ar derision is characterized by trans ression that "tread[s] the line between smashin taboos and correctly au in the limits of the recipients' tolerance" (op. cit., 303).
12
However, in political satire that combines ironic distance with criticism of neoliberal moral decadence, ri ht-win populism and conservativism, the limits of the recipient's tolerance enerally coincide with the feelin of belon in to particular communities determined by ideolo y, class and worldview. By inclusion or exclusion, the humorous or o ensive e ect of satire and parody lar ely depends on sharin the same beliefs, moral norms and political views. And while literary theory is an attempt to sin le out the formal and semantic elements of distin uishin satire from other humorous enres (Senker 2012) , as folklorists and ethnolo ists we examine the culturally-conditioned individuality of a recipient's response, which depends on his/her personal experience, convictions and sense of ethics. Even makin a distinction between satire and a mockin form (sfottò), as proposed by the satirist Dario Fo, does not brin us any closer to sayin that the majority of internet humor belon s to this "reactionary side of the humorous", 13 which is based on imitation, mockery and low parody of someone's physical appearance, ultimately humanizin the members of the political elite (Fo and Alle ri 1990) . On the contrary, a major part of ostensibly frivolous derision of the appearance and competences of Kolinda GrabarKitarović and her political views, as seen in cartoons, photomonta es and animated videos, has the ability to morally and ideolo ically lay bare the representatives of power, their hypocrisy, and the absurdity of their political promises. Alenka Zupančić similarly noticed that subversive comic e ect is realized by "pointin out how the authority fi ure rivals accordin to which she turned the political life into show business today sound practically like a recommendation to the army of PR experts in political advertisin .
12 "That is, the funniest jokes are often those that are the most trans ressive-those that tread the line between smashin taboos and correctly au in the limits of the recipients' tolerance. Thus, joke reception involves both aesthetic and ethical considerations" (Marsh 2012: 303) . 13 Gre or Moder (2013) summarizes key di erences between "subversive" and "conservative" comedy as defi ned by Alenka Zupančić in her book The Odd One In: "The principle criterion for her is whether the comedy in question subscribes to the same symbolic or ideolo ical constellation as the authorities it mocks from bellow, or truly subverts this very constellation by pointin out how the authority fi ure in fact already mocks itself precisely by performin its functions as an authority". in fact already mocks itself precisely by performin its functions as an authority" (comp. Moder 2013, fn. 1) . This oes to show yet a ain that the primary motivation of even the "kindest" di ital humorist and the "meanest" satirist remains the same -to tackle social injustices and paradoxes, the chasm between norms and everyday life, political ideals and practices, real and faux feminism. In such cases, the more balance between ethics and esthetics, the more universal the humorous e ect.
As a feminist scholar, I am primarily interested in the (dis)continuity of morally "incorrect" humor that transforms political ne ativity into ima es of the fl uidity of sexual markers and norms, linkin the comic pleasure and relief with the discontents of (political) culture (Mitchell 1977) . The inherent obscenity and trans ression of humor is thus related to neural ic points of modern society where "resistance to dominant social constructions of ender can be voiced", as it is related to the way jokers "constitute themselves as masculine men and feminine women" (Crawford 2003 (Crawford : 1413 . Gender distribution of political power is a si nifi cant symbolic marker of unequal division of power in society wherein ender stereotypes play a si nifi cant role in the evaluation of the qualities and competences of a person in a political arena. Our task is to examine the extent to which this rule applies in di erent societies and contexts. To wit, the results of a study, which the Center for Women's Studies conducted from the period of parliamentary elections in 2003 until the parliamentary elections in 2011, show that the e ect of ender stereotypes on voter attitudes was decreasin , but that prejudices towards women in positions of power and the "burden of family a airs" were reco nized by voters as a reasonable justifi cation for the underrepresentation of women in the representative and executive branches of the overnment (Šinko 2008 Siročić and Sutlović 2013 A series of studies of election chances of female and male candidates in the western democracies shows that it is impossible to use election polls to measure the actual infl uence of ender stereotypes on the outcome of political elections because of the "hidden a enda" that is at play; at pollin the respondents are mostly ender-fair, but chan e their opinion when they actually vote. Althou h the number of positive stereotypes about women politicians as bein more capable, responsible and honest than their male collea ues has been on the rise since the mid-1990s, ender discrimination in political parties and resistance to political chan e still hinder qualifi ed women in takin executive political positions in any lar er numbers.
War. She analyzed the promotion of the idea of modern women throu h the editorial policies of Yu oslav women's ma azines, le islature, and political pro rams, devotin a separate study to cartoons and satirical portrayals of the relationship between the enders in the Croatian satirical ma azine Koprive (1906 Koprive ( -1939 . The author concluded that the interwar advertisements re ularly mocked women in public and professional roles, attacked sexual freedoms and the combativeness of socially-active women, and that their derision and criticism of the "reversed social order" contributed to the creation of new stereotypes of "successful" men and "desirable" women. The criticism that women's ma azines directed at passive and dependent femininity did not simultaneously open a space for broader social and political topics, and promoted the success of women at "male jobs", thereby confi rmin the thesis of men as the normative se ment of the society. In her systematization of cartoons from the interwar satirical ma azine Kopriva, O rajšek Gorenjak concluded that ( ender) stereotypes infl uenced social processes throu h two systems of control: derision and mar inalization. For instance, nations mar inalized in The Kin dom of Yu oslavia were re ularly depicted as women in political cartoons, whereas the dominant ones had a male identity. Reana Senjković and Renata Jambrešić Kirin's study (2010) showed that ender stereotypes, as markers of the confl ict between the old and the new, between tradition and revolution, conservativism and modernism, underwent ideolo ical strainin durin the Second World War "propa anda wars", with the threatened nation/state bein depicted as an unprotected or raped (Croatian) woman, and with women political activists and women partisans bein blamed for sexual immorality and ender identity crisis ("muškarače" 'butch women'). By emphasizin the sacrifi cial and sublime quality of war heroines, the socialist (mediatized) culture of memory continued to "defend" the skojevke 15 and communist women a ainst these insinuations, while the prototype of an exemplary patriotic woman was sou ht in the traditional culture and adapted to various contexts and cultural frameworks (monument-related, museum-related, fi lm-related) until the new war in the 1990s. Pointin to the interrelationship between media constructions and the (at that time still evident) self-respect and di nity of former partisan women, the authors claimed that the majority of positive stereotypes about "exemplary" behavior of women in the war, as well as ne ative stereotypes about "immoral" behavior in the war, had their correlates in war posters, newspaper articles, and particularly cartoons aimed at discreditin the opposite ideolo ical camp.
In her article Tiranija tijela: Feralove fotomontaže (The tyranny of the body: Feral's photomonta es), Lada Čale Feldman (2005) claimed that the photomonta es of leadin Croatian politicians, and particularly of President Tuđman, derived their subversive potential from disruptin the advertisin conventions whereby "reversed" public functions and interrelations were depicted as "normal" sexual relations with a dominant male and subordinated female characters/roles. The symbolic role of a subordinated woman (most frequently with sexual connotations), was assumed, alon side President Tuđman, by an array of Croatian and forei n politicians and public persona es. In addition to presentin satirical photomonta es as a form of "ritualized ender or enerational subordination", Lada Čale also dealt with ideolo ical and political subversion on the one hand, and the supra-political (esthetic and ethical) character of Feral's ender-incorrect humor on the other, which the bulk of readers considered vul ar. The issue of moral correctness of satire has become particularly acute after the murder of the associates of the French Charlie Hebdo 16 ma azine. To wit: can esthetic cate ories of humor produce pleasure and understandin in those recipients who do not share the political, reli ious and worldview position that the humorous content presupposes, or, in other words, what is the reach of political humor and satire outside certain referent roups? Althou h no satirical ma azine or newspaper is published in Croatia today, and the heroic role of cartoonists as a critical voice is radually fallin into oblivion, journalists speak out a ainst the increase of self-censorship and censorship embodied in publishin houses' editorial policies and other limitations of freedom of speech.
17
Extreme cases of (temporary) job loss happened to two Croatian National Television women reporters (Elizabeta Gojan and Hloverka Novak-Srzić), who were suspended for "inappropriate" reportin from the presidential inau uration on 15 February 2015. It seems that in the di ital era the role of satirical newspapers has been taken over by internet portals, cable television networks and more or less anonymous YouTube products, with hand-drawn cartoons (for instance, those by Alem Ćurin, the le endary illustrator of Feral) bein replaced by di ital cartoons, di ital compositions of juxtaposed bits of media, and particularly by animated clips and video-memes. Despite the speed and ease with which humor can circulate throu h social networks (with hundreds of thousands of views), it is di cult to say whether its reach and social impact is any lar er than that of Feral, which, with its 10 to 30 thousand copies, was on display at all newsstands in Croatia, was re ularly commented upon in the other media, public and private communication, and was internationally reco nized.
18
All in all, today there are fewer and fewer lawsuits fi led for libel and slander by politicians, and porno raphization -the reason of imposin a hi h tax on Feral -became re ular practice in di ital folklore, alon side sexism and a eism. If I were to try to identify certain schematic 16 The editorial sta of Feral Tribune started the cooperation with their collea ues in Charlie Hebdo in 1994.
17 "The heroic period" of political satire in Croatia called for heroic acts and e orts by its main prota onists. In addition to serious threats and the shunnin of editors and associates of the ma azine, the ideolo ical "showdown" with Feral Tribune started by levyin a 50% sales tax intended for porno raphy ma azines on them. Althou h the Croatian Constitutional Court annulled the decision in 1995, in the meantime the weekly had su ered immense fi nancial dama es, and the party in power at the time, Croatian Democratic Union, pushed a bill in 1996 accordin to which public criticism of the hi hest-rankin o cials was punishable by law, so Feral's editors were a ain fi rst in line for lawsuits. 18 The ma azine was awarded several internationally reco nized awards: the Stefanel award in 1992, the International Press Directory award for freedom of the press in 1996, the World Association of Newspapers' Golden Pen of Freedom award in 1997, and the award at the Forte dei Marmi International fair of political satire for world's best political satire in 1998. common features and key di erences between Feral's icono raphic humor and today's, lar ely animated satirical and humorous content, I would say the followin : a) "Inappropriate" humorous representations of the presidential fi ure in the popular culture su est that there is a lot of repressed content or collective unconscious related to the herita e of authoritarianism, tyranny and censorship, which still remains an important part of the Croatian contemporary political reality.
b) Similarly to the early 1990s, today's political satire still has a primary tar et (the embodied personality of a politician), and is based on the incon ruity between the public and the private, the "real" and the "performed" ima e of an exemplary (male/female) politician: humor is still enerated throu h the opposition between the spirit and the body, between hi h and low content, between "normative" and "deviant" sexuality, the opposition of us vs. the other.
c) Politicians as the objects of derision, irony and satire are iven hi h visibility in the public space, humorous representations dislod e them from their environment, and turn them into an "icono raphic type", as well as humanize them. Like Feral's photomonta es, video memes draw "more attention to the manipulative character of strate ies of media presence of the politicians, and focus less on this or that particular political attitude or decision" (Čale Feldman 2005: 120) .
FROM TABLOID TO VIRAL GENDER STEREOTYPES
Unsatisfactory, often trivial and sexist representation of women politicians in "serious" journalist discourse and political propa anda, as well as considerable emphasis in particular tabloid media on their (a)sexuality and a surplus or lack of "femininity", may not necessarily be a result of antipathy towards women in politics and in executive power, but rather a consequence of the neoliberal destruction of (local) media culture. Peripheral cultures like Croatian have easily adopted stereotypes, sensationalism and "striptease culture" (McNair 2004) imposed by media corporations, franchises of international tabloids and the related online portals which transfer the "democratization of sexual desire" to the political arena.
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In order to emphasize the stru le for new cultural meanin s of "politicized stereotypes" at the meetin point of mass media, social networks and vernacular communication, a stru le which is all the more present when it concerns a fi ure who should represent the national collective, I will reference the words of the president herself who, in her public appearance in the Vatican on 2 June 2016, durin her visit to Pope Francis, quoted Marilyn Monroe: "It is hard to be a woman today: you must think like a man, act like a lady, pretend 19 Althou h Scandinavian countries have the lar est number of female politicians in parliaments and the local authorities (around 40%), and an enviable level of compliance with ender equality, their yellow press as an o shoot of liberal journalist corporations also abounds in sexist, vul ar and " ossip-like" representations of women. you are a little irl, and work like a horse" (Glorija no. 1065, 2 June 2015). It is di cult not to reco nize in this statement participatory consent to patriarchal codes (and ima ery) determinin what the family and the society require of a "successful woman", rather than clear feminist advocacy of ender equality.
In the Croatian context, it is particularly important to ask the question to what extent 21st century humor folklore, which is based on the Internet and the new social media, has been held hosta e to the sexist ender stereotypes from traditional culture and the earlier pop-culture inventory (e. . the woman politician as a sexual object dominated Feral Tribune's poetics), and how it re enerates the patterns of "low comedy" (burlesque, stupid jokes, rou h jokes, vul ar humor) in new communicational forms and formats (memes, spam, chain emails, computer ame jar on, etc.), the most infl uential of which are viral video-clips or "video memes". Jean Bur es sees video memes "not so much as viruses but as mechanisms of mediation, by means of which cultural practices are initiated, transmitted and preserved within the social networks" (cited in Rone 2013), and communication scholar Henry Jenkins sees them as the basis of the di ital "conver ence culture" or "participatory culture" which requires participation by all in order to maintain cohesiveness of the community and the desired social harmony (Blank 2015: xiv) . We could say that a video meme is a contemporary correlate of Feral's photomonta es, where di erent transmutations of animated and documentary content, that is to say, di erent creations by anonymous and si ned internet users, compete for our attention (likes) and further distribution, re ardless of lin uistic and national borders.
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In this context, it is di cult to say which poetics of subversive "political humor" are promoted by anonymous users from below, and which cyber strate ies of popularizin and humanizin politicians are pushed by well-paid political advertisers, as both are motivated by the desire to ain the reatest visibility of network locations, and, needless to say, constrained by the services, capabilities and limitations of online communication. And while the "system of capital is tryin to ain control over the 'art of the folk' by channelin it, embeddin it into schemes of transmedial narration parasitizin on it throu h ads […], spontaneous cyberfolklore mana es to evade the ever more cunnin schemes of control and to trans ress them" (Rone 2013) . Given that a propensity for "tasteless", "sick" and " ross" humor in the oral culture is characteristic of the humor of male adolescents (cf. Blank 2013: 5) , an analysis of the Croatian "humorous re ister" shows that this sort of infantilization is more typical of (online and print) tabloids, and even of political rhetoric in the re ion, then of popular viral videos, which are, rather, characterized by democratic accountability and a critical attitude towards ideolo ical messa es promotin conservative values.
At this juncture, I cannot o into an in-depth discussion about the functionin of various types of "internet humor" -from cartoons to video-memes, from comics to stand-up comedy, from raphic puns to "stupid clips". However, what should be emphasized is the blendin of entertainment and informative media, and the exchan e of "news" (in fact, jokes and rumors) between "serious" and tabloid or satirical portals, where I mostly focused on the satire show of the NewsBar portal.
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Accordin to the statements by the author of this portal, their satirical "news" items are frequently cited by other di ital and e-media in the re ion, without questionin their truthfulness. For instance, one such piece of "news" was that Milorad Dodik prohibited jokes about Mujo and Haso, because there were a number of Serbian names that could take their place. In this context, I will also mention the "porno raphic travesty" in the Serbian tabloid Informer, 22 which took a scene from an American porn fi lm, entitlin it "A Sexual A air between Kolinda and a Serbian Guy", and ran an invented story of a love a air, which was later varied and elaborated by the editors of numerous other portals.
FROM POLITICAL SEXISM TO SUBVERSIVE FEMALE STAND-UP HUMOR
Frequent sexist and miso ynist insults durin the presidential campai n ("Barbie doll", "picture with no sound", "Harvard blond"), which morphed into "tabloid porn" of the yellow press, are based on morally and politically unacceptable ridicule of women as the other marked by their ender, whereas vernacular viral videos enerally caricatured Kolinda Grabar-Kitarović in an a rmative way, as a pop-culture icon or "mask" (superhero, sexsymbol), confi rmin that it is "throu h the mediation of masks that the masculine and the 21 I a ree with Relja Dušek that the Newsbar portal may be the only successor worthy of Feral's satire, keepin in mind the poetic and communicational di erence in the two media. Because of the immense popularity of the portal, their authors were asked to do a show ("Sta ed process") on Croatian national television, however, in March 2016, the Croatian National Television mana ement suddenly took the show o the air (after airin six episodes), providin an unusual explanation that the topic of the satirical show was abused to "incite reli ious, national and other intolerance" (Dušek 2016 ). The issue is, of course, "that it should be determined where the limit of satire is, who is the one settin the limit and what exactly is o ensive to human di nity. As it stands, this is nothin but pure censorship" (Dušek 2016) .
22 "Thus, the Informer published the photo of a half-naked woman on the entire front pa e cover, that they claim to have been 'delivered to them by Croatian intelli ence', sayin that the photos 'alle edly' depict the newly-elected president Kolinda Grabar Kitarović. But the lar e headline contains her name and the claim that she 'alle edly had a passionate love a air' with an unnamed Serbian national. Numerous portals and tabloids expanded the story, 'fi ndin out' that the 'love a air' lasted for several months in 2013 when Kolinda Grabar Kitarović was appointed as NATO's Assistant General Secretary in Brussels, whereas others claimed that it was a pre-war a air 'when KGK was a student'; others still introduced an unnamed 'Serbian playboy' into the story […] Less than two days after the ori inal story appeared, the chief editor of the Informer called up the press and denied the story in his own way. He admitted that the front pa e did not have a picture of Kolinda Grabar Kitarović but of an American porn actress, said that he would 'take full responsibility' and apolo ized to 'the entire Serbian and Croatian public, the president of Croatia and all those who were a ected by what we published'" (Halilović 2015) . RENATA JAMBREŠIĆ KIRIN | "DANCE KOLINDA YES KOLINDA YES KOLINDA DANCE"… feminine meet in the most acute, most intense way" (Lacan 1998: 107) . Thus, althou h politicians as well as vernacular jokers equally adhered to social conventions which "stereotypically condition the "value" of women accordin to their physical appearance" (Ljubičić 2014), 23 the former abused their political power to provide "vertical" validation to patriarchal prejudices, whereas the latter induced horizontal symbolic interaction which "results in semiotic translations from one domain to another" (Blank 2013: 6) , from the domain of hi h politics into the pop-culture domain of animated fi lms and video ames, pointin to the deep-seated disharmony within "conservative feminism" or, in other words, within "anti-women policies shrouded in pro-women rhetoric" (Valenti 2010) 24 of the presidential candidate and the spokesperson of the conservative a enda of the Croatian Democratic Union. However, what is worryin is the attempt to take both the ne ative and positive stereotypes of womanhood related to (political) power -in the case of Grabar-Kitarović, these were the attributes "the queen of the Balkans", and "a mother, a woman, a queen" (Borić 2016 ) -and round them in the hypertrophied ima es of female sex appeal, youth and beauty as le itimate sources of female power and repute. Thus, whereas prominent ender features and sex appeal were the principal reason for humorous transformations of the presidential candidate (from sexist rhetoric to cartoons and porno raphic travesties), anonymous humor on YouTube more frequently ridiculed or mocked the content of her political rhetoric, professional (in)competence, i.e. her ethnocentric, militarist and authoritarian discourse. In a country where o cial politics constantly revives the "holy trinity" of patriotism, ethnonationalism and Catholicism, humor has an important place as a means of correctin what is ima ined by contrastin with what has actually been achieved, and humorous strate ies of copin with everyday di culties, limitations and anxieties of everyday existence in a post/transition society are an important buildin element of the counterpublic. The very counterpublic which shapes and is shaped by its confl ict with the norms, the cultural contxt and the discursive enres of the public as such (Warner 2005: 63, 67, 119) , and which lar ely relies on social networks and the virtual space for communication.
23 "When successful women are written about, their physical appearance is also frequently referenced, and they are described usin terms unrelated to the public o ce or the topic of the text. Based on the social conventions that stereotypically condition the 'value' of women accordin to their physical appearance, these characteristics are mentioned without fail, especially if the women in question are youn and beautiful. At the same time such practice does not exist when men are concerned". Taken from the "Public statement related to the respect for the ender equality principle in the presidential election campai n", Višnja Ljubičić, 26 November 2014, as cited in Latinović (2015) . 24 Sarah Palin, Republican candidate in the American 2008 presidential election, popularized this new "conservative feminist" ideolo y providin many conservative women with the opportunity to use the dreaded "F-word" [feminism] . Under the pretext that "matrifocal feminism" enables women to raise children as well as to lead an accomplished professional life, while fi htin a ainst the ri ht to abortion, for a neoliberal a enda and fi scal liquidity as a uarantee of "women's ri hts", Palin threatened the core of emancipatory feminist action. As explained by Jessica Valenti -"Just as consumer culture tries to sell 'Girls Gone Wild'-style sexism as 'empowerment', conservatives are tryin to sell anti-women policies shrouded in pro-women rhetoric" (Valenti 2010) .
Amon the numerous examples of internet humor and satire prompted by the latest presidential campai n, I have sin led out those examples that are characterized by some sort of semantic incon ruence. These are mostly examples where the satirical ed e is aimed at Kolinda Grabar-Kitarović as a party "pawn" lackin leadership experience, her own vision and clearly articulated political oals (for instance the viral YouTube clip Barbie), as well as a stron personality with or anizational and leadership skills acquired in diplomacy and the military sector (the viral clip Princess of Power). The humorous e ect enerally causes disharmony and tension between the idea of her "feminine" subtlety, submissiveness and ideolo ical ventriloquism, which is contrasted with supposedly masculine qualities such as natural authority and diplomatic skills. An almost equal number of online cartoons and animated video clips (published on the News-bar. hr, Eurocinik.com, Lakunoc.hr, Neprovjereno.com, Niktitanikstudio.com, Sprdex.net.hr and other portals) plays with the ambi uity of Kolinda's role as a "transmitter" of the political ambitions of her former party and her own ambition and will for power.
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They confi rm that certain qualities, such as ambition and determination, desirable for male politicians, are considered unfeminine or comical in the case of women politicians. Certain jokes, for instance, su est that Grabar-Kitarović, while workin for the International Security Assistance Force (ISAF), was nicknamed SWMBO -She Who Must Be Obeyed -and that her idol was Chuck Norris.
However, what is most encoura in for the researchers of the humorous mode of the Croatian counterpublic is the fact that a new eneration of women ra ti artists, performers, activists and stand-up comedians 26 appeared, who, jointly, with much spirit, persistence and insi ht, fi ht a ainst sexism, conservativism and the ideolo y of heteronormativity in the public space. One of the most popular comedians, Marijana Perinić, is tourin with her "stand-up comedy show about the relations between men and women" entitled Štiklom u glavu, loptom u dupe (A stiletto in your head, a soccer ball in your ass) throu hout the country, where she uses lau hter and irony to point to many disparities of the proclaimed and lived ender e alitarianism, as well as the populism, conservativism and nationalism that dominate the political life of the nation. Her type of comedy is based on bein able to imitate well-known persona es, primarily politicians, and one of her most popular performances, "Kolinda Grabar-Kitarović by Marijana Perinić", uses a satirical and humorous tone to portray and reinterpret the president's victory speech, pointin at her artifi cial facial expressions and her mechanistic estures which su ested a well-rehearsed routine, and 25 Torild Skard's (2015) study shows that, for instance in 2010, as many as 19% of women politicians obtained a hi h position by bein substitutes, whereas 68% of them started their career as the so-called radual climbers in a political party. 26 For instance, takin only Za reb into consideration, a number of female stand-up comedians perform there: Andrea Andrassy, Miranda Lončar, Marijana Perinić and Marina Orsa , who was declared one of top 20 worlds female comedians at the Montreux Comedy Festival recently. However, the thesis about "feminist subversiveness" of these women comedians should be taken with skepticism, because, as Lončar points out: "Stand-up comedy is interactive, and what we do is we adapt. […] We are successful because we are funny, and we are funny because we adapt to the expectations of the audience, and we do not o a ainst them" (cited from Starčević 2014). exposin the vacuous populist promise that durin her term citizens will no lon er be divided into "mine and theirs, ours and yours". (Of course, in the introductory reetin of the very same speech, president referred to Croatian citizens by dividin them into Croats in the country, in the diaspora, and others). Given that this is a foundational event in a new political paradi m of "matrifocal nationalism and conservativism" which has already been criticized by feminists and cultural critics (Baker 2015; Malenica 2015) , the popularity of its satirical parody and Grabar-Kitarović's benevolence towards Marijana Perinić's show, also deserve to be analyzed. As opposed to numerous lawsuits which had been fi led by politicians of the Croatian Democratic Party a ainst the satirical weekly Feral for "mental su erin ", the new technocratic eneration of politicians is aware that the media, and particularly di ital popularity -throu h humorous discourse -makes for ood advertisin , uaranteein reater popularity and omnipresence in the public eye.
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Of course, due to the interactive, performance-based nature of stand-up comedy, the question remains what is the main reason behind "likin " Marijana Perinić as Kolinda Grabar-Kitarović in the "ma nifi cent" historic inau uration of (Croatia's) fi rst woman president -whether it is Perinić's ability to humanize the "ma nifi ed ma nitude" of a person involved in a theatrical state ritual by copyin her hairdo, clothes, posture and estures, or whether it is a way to vent satirical lau hter at the expense of her conservative and xenophobic rhetoric.
The performative ability to point to the ap, shift or lacuna in duplicatin and exaeratin all that constitutes the public, ritual "presentation of the self" does not always lead to semantic (ideolo ically coded) trans ression, nor does it result in a ective release, willin ness to be identifi ed (or to sympathize) with the " limpses of humanity" seen in the object of comic imitation and irony. As opposed to that, the show entitled "Kolinda i Jakov na humanitarnom showu Štiklom u glavu, loptom u dupe" (Kolinda and Jakov at the humanitarian show A stiletto in your head, a soccer ball in your ass), whose proceeds went to the victims of the fl ood in Gunja in 2014, turns its satirical ed e to the "reversed ender order", to Jakov Kitarović, Kolinda Grabar-Kitarović's husband, whom Perinić refers to as "the quietest and lar est Croatian fi rst lady", alludin to his silent appearance and formal presence on ceremonial and diplomatic occasions. Durin the one-hour show, the performer playin the president's husband stands on the sta e in complete silence, smilin and occasionally wavin to the audience. By ridiculin what is seen as the reversed ender order, Perinić, in a completely non-feminist way, not only fl irts with populist opinions and ender stereotypes, but o ensively ridicules "unmanly men". In an environment 27 For instance, Grabar-Kitarović did not fi le char es a ainst the Serbian tabloid Informer that made up the story about "the secret love of the Croatian president and an unnamed Serbian national", and falsely presented her by usin an ima e of an American porn star. The Serbian Minister of Culture and Information launched an investi ation into this tabloid hoax, which numerous portals in the re ion and in Croatia ran, and "as the media in Serbia claim, the editor will probably be fi ned 400 to 1400 Euro for 'porno raphy on the front pa e'. The problem is porno raphy, nothin else! The entire story is 'ideal' for le al action for libel and defamation, the apolo y, hed es ('alle edly') and the retraction notwithstandin . Whether there will be a lawsuit or not, I do not know. In order for there to be a lawsuit, it would have to be fi led by the injured party (Kolinda Grabar-Kitarović)" (Halilović 2015) . which has only recently been introduced to fathers takin paternity leave, and has only recently encountered issues that successful women professionals face in their family life, mockery of and even contempt for "unmanly men" and lovin fathers does not contribute to ender e alitarianism, but dishonors the value that feminists place on care and raisin children as a social mission. We could say that, both in everyday communication and in the humor re ister, these men come at the very bottom of the ender hierarchy, below queer men and women. Althou h Perinić skillfully plays with the ironic disharmony caused by the "clash" of hypertrophied attributes of femininity and diplomatic decency of dress, and ridicules the mechanistic repetitiveness of current president's facial expressions durin speech makin , she does not diminish her leadership skills nor does she present her as a "puppet on a strin of party politics". What she does notice as a problem of the contemporary political scene is the belief that sex is insi nifi cant for the successful performance of presidential or party duties. When the main character in her show says: "I no lon er know whether I am a man or a woman", this is a humorous way of makin us aware of the sociopolitical fact that sex and ender are no lon er pivotal in creatin a political persona and one's charisma, no matter how much marketin experts try to make it so.
CONCLUDING REMARKS: FROM THE CULTURE OF THE SPECTACLE TO WOMEN'S CULTURE OF COMIC RESISTANCE
In order to ain an anthropolo ical understandin of the (dis)continuities in pop-cultural strate ies of "tacklin " the authoritarian herita e of Josip Broz Tito and Franjo Tuđman, it is important to understand the role of ritual elements in the construction of the presidential fi ure (cf. Arkhipova 2012); and these ritual elements, as it seems, are still ainin in importance in the medialized and di itally mediated culture. Some time a o, anthropolo ists of performance, Turner and Bruner (1986) , put forward the idea that ritual and pseudo-ritual practices can channel many social contradictions, and transform tensions into a "coherent sociocultural fi eld" (1986: 34). Don Handelman concluded that ceremonial spectacleslike inau urations -are the other face of state bureaucracy, which can be paralyzed by a sin le stroke of the pen or a computer command; they are "colored spectacles" whose frozenness refl ects "statehood fi ctions " (1990: 34) . One such fi ction is the belief that, as claimed by Dražen Vukov Colić (2015) , Croatia has had a number of competent female leaders -from Milka Planinc, throu h Savka Dabčević Kučar to the current president -who are not "very loyal followers or very dan erous aven ers" but politicians with a more consistent and far-reachin vision of the development of the Croatian society than that of their male collea ues. Similarly to tabloid representations, in di ital humor folklore (with satirical portals such as News Bar, Eurocinik, Laku noć Hrvatska or Nik Titanik at the forefront) ender characteristics and the sex appeal of the person actin as president are the primary tar ets of the humorous trans ression, and her political rhetoric, professional (in)competence, mana ement style, public persona, dominant role in her marria e, etc.
are the secondary tar et of mockin and derision. As opposed to that, the humor o ered by women stand-up comedians, despite the mentioned criticism, has a feminist char e and is a valuable political corrective not only to the noncritical culture of ma nifyin the "presidential charisma", but also to the liberal, populist and socially insensitive feminism promoted by most Croatian women politicians today. By o erin "a handful of tears, a ba ful of lau hter", women comedians like Perinić show that in Croatia women are more educated than men, that they are equally capable of bein in any public o ce, that a monoethnic country is not a civilizational achievement in itself, that patriotism is not and cannot be the response to the existin social and political problems, and that homophobia, xenophobia and lack of solidarity are not acceptable in this, the most recent EU member country. Only in this way, with a willin ness to do more than addressin bittersweet lau h at the very same messa es that we circle on our ballots, is it possible to renew the faith in the power of emancipatory politics towards women, which, not without resistance and backlash, keeps openin new areas of personal and collective a rmation.
